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Industry is committed to bringing patients' perspective to drug development. 

Pathways to do this include:

• Listening and understanding the patients’ need throughout drug development (e.g., focus group, 
patient interview, ad board, literature review, Social media  review)

• Including patient-relevant endpoints in clinical trials to collect standardized data on the burden of 
the disease and the impact of the treatment 

• Generating patient preference data and evidence reflecting patients’ treatment experience 
(tolerability, symptoms and functional impact, HRQoL, convenience) to complement traditional 
evidence (OS, PFS, Safety) for R:B evaluation

• Broadening of selection criteria and access in CT for more representative population (e.g., 
increased diversity) 

• Increasing partnering with academic researchers & patient communities to inform protocol 
development
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Industry’s use of patient experience throughout the to drug’ lifecycle. 



Opportunities:
✰ Seamless and more rapid drug development: drugs are reaching patents faster then before 

(PRIME, Accelerated approval, breakthrough designations) 

✰ Better strategies to target unmet medical need (rare disease, personalized medicine)

✰ Ongoing discussions (Industry-Regulators-Patients) to define "patient-relevant evidence” 
including preference and how to provide this to patients for a better informed decision-making

✰ Increased partnership with patients group, academia, and decision-makers (regulators, payers).

✰ Standardization of collection, analyses and interpretation of PRO data to achieve more robust 
and credible evidence

✰ Use of digital health applications to increase trial access (e.g., decentralized trials), decrease 
completion burden (home completion) and generate additional evidence of treatment 
experience
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Challenges

✰ International drug development and regional differences in clinical practices and patient’s input 
(e.g., pain, opioid use)

✰ Regulatory, payers frameworks, and legislation differ 

✰ Lack of harmonized standards to have quantitative data on relative weight of product attributes 
to enable patient focused decision making by all stakeholders involved.

✰ Lack of consensus regarding dissemination of clinical trial findings including patient-relevant 
information in a format that effectively inform patients 
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Aligning the stars

 Patients’ experience definition

 Pathways to better engage with patients

 Opportunities to bring evidence of patients experience for decision-
making


